GOVERNMENT LAUNCHES TEMPORARY PASS FACILITY IN GOA ONLINE

Panaji, April 1, 2020.

In view of the prevailing situation posed by COVID-19, standard operating procedures are issued by the Government of Goa for availing Travel Pass towards movement of citizens and vehicles upon approval from the concerned Government authorities. A step further, in order to cater to the requirement of people who need immediate pass to travel short distances for the purpose of buying grocery, medicines, withdrawal of money from ATM, the Government of Goa is launching the Temporary Pass facility in Goa online.

The Temporary Pass facility is dedicated to cater the needs of senior citizens, differently abled, pregnant women and other medical emergency situations of citizens. The quota of passes will be restricted depending on the population across each taluka. The pass will be valid for a period of 2 hours. To ensure social distancing, pass will be issued in a phased manner depending on time slots. This system is being introduced from April 1, 2020 at noon.

Process to avail the Temporary Pass is as follows. Register on www.goaonline.gov.in by providing email id, mobile no, name, address and date of birth along with OTP authentication. On successful registration, login using credentials and click on the Temporary Pass link under Revenue Department. Enter details such as Name, Address, Category such as Senior Citizen, Pregnant Women, Differently abled along with accompany name & mobile, if any, Purpose, Proposed Travel Date and Time and Travel areas. Click on the submit application button. Based on the category selected by the applicant the pass shall be generated instantly for time period of 2 hours.

Applicant can download the Temporary Pass and carry it to specified location along with the ID Proof. Key advantage of online service to Citizens as they need not visit the District Collectorate offices. They can now go online to apply and download the pass ensuring 100% social distancing. No waiting time for approval, pass generated instantly upon application submission.

For any Technical assistance please call M/s. Goa Electronics Limited at +91-9225905914/8551833933